
EXT. WOVEFIRTH MEADOW (1907). DAY.

It is a perfect summers day on the outskirts of Wovefirth, a beautiful
English village. Three well dressed children YOUNG MARLOW (10), YOUNG
CALDER (13) and YOUNG ELSBETH (9) are running across the meadow. Young
Calder is flying his box kite. Young Marlow is lagging behind.

YOUNG ELSBETH
Hurry up, Robert!

YOUNG CALDER
Stop fussing over him. Look at it fly!

Young Marlow catches up with the others.

YOUNG ELSBETH
Are we too fast for you?

Young Marlow and Young Elsbeth run off again. Laughing.

YOUNG CALDER
Come on, Marlow!   Look how high I've got it!

We hear the distant explosion of a mortar shell.

SOLDIER (VO)
Look up at the fucking thing!   Do something!

CUT TO:

EXT. THE WESTERN FRONT. NO MAN'S LAND (1917). NIGHT.

Shell-smoke hangs over the battleground. There is a stillness, the
battle has moved on, shells can be heard in the distance. Barely
recognisable corpses, lie half buried in the mud.

CAPTAIN ROBERT MARLOW (20) runs towards the British trench, his feet
slipping in the mud. Another SOLDIER is running behind him.

SOLDIER
Captain!   For God's sake!

From above there is a loud, monstrous shriek. Both me look up. Above
them, somewhere in the smoke a large SHADOW circles.
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MARLOW
Come on, man!

Suddenly the Shadow swoops at the Soldier, a large leathery talon grabs
him. Screaming, Soldier is whipped into the smoke. Marlow hears a crack
of snapping bones and the screaming stops.

Marlow looks into the smoke, scared. Waiting. Nothing.

Suddenly the Soldier's skinned, shaking carcass falls from the smoke.
Marlow turns and runs away.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. WOVEFIRTH RAILWAY STATION (1924). DAY.

As the steam of the departing train clears DR JAMES CALDER (30) stands
alone on the platform. He is a well dressed with an expression of
determination.

He looks at the beautiful view of the valley rolling down towards
Wovefirth. Fresh blossom showers down from trees onto lush green
fields, the church spire peaks up from a knot of trees - it could an
illustration on a chocolate box. He picks up his suitcase and heads off
towards the village.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAY.

The large stable feels empty and unkept. The dozen horse boxes now give
home to just two weary looking shire horses.

At the far end SMITH, the old gardener, is carefully pouring a bucket
of liquid over a dead sheep .

From the external doorway ELSBETH MARLOW (a serious young woman who
looks older than her years) watches a boy, JOHNNY (8) and girl, EDIE
(6) playing in the courtyard. Elsbeth is remembering something.

A voice brings her back to the matter at hand...

SMITH
All done and ready, ma'am

ELSBETH nods and walks away.

CUT TO:
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EXT. DOCTOR'S SURGERY (1924). DAY.

A TRADESMAN is screwing a new sign to the wall. Calder pauses to
consider the sign:

   Dr Richard Calder GP

MARY, the elderly nurse, runs out from the surgery...

MARY
Doctor Calder!   We weren't expecting you
until weekend. I'd have sent a carriage to-

CALDER
It's fine. I enjoyed the walk. Not much seems
to have changed.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE WESTERN FRONT. NO MAN'S LAND (1917). NIGHT.

Marlow, panicked, scrambles towards the British front line. He leaps
forward, his leg sinks knee deep into the mud. With an effort he pulls
it out.

From within the smoke the shrieking gets louder. The large talon swipes
down at him knocking him down.

Marlow looks up. All is quiet.

Suddenly he hears footsteps approaching, splashing in the mud. Marlow
cocks his revolver. From the smoke a figure appears... a NAKED GERMAN.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAY.

A trapdoor drops open in the ceiling and the dead sheep drops through.
The trapdoor is quickly pulled shut by an attached rope.

At the far end of the cellar is a cage with its door open. From within
a huge GARGOYLE, twice the height of a man, its right leg missing,
hobbles out using its arms for balance. It pounces onto the sheep and
starts to devour it. (Note: we will soon discover that the Gargoyle in
the cellar is Marlow)
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Within a few moments the carcass is skinned bare, just like the
Soldier's body in No Man's Land. The Gargoyle seems subdued, drugged.

ELSBETH
Time for bed.

Elsbeth is standing by the open cage. Drowsily the Gargoyle makes its
way back towards the cage. As it passes Elsbeth they stare at each
other, eye to eye.

The Gargoyle crawls into the cage and Elsbeth locks the door.

She heads for a large heavy wooden door at the top of a flight of stone
steps. On the top step she inspects a lidded galvanized bucket - it is
full.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. HALLWAY (1924). DAY.

The hallway is a huge open space with a vast open staircase, but it
seems to be a faded glory of it's past. The place feels bare, empty;
paintings are missing from the walls, there are few ornaments.

At the far end, Elsbeth locks the wooden door to the cellar. She leans
against it and sighs.

SMITH
Doctor Calder to see you, ma'am

Elsbeth looks up to see Smith and Calder at the end of the hallway. She
composes herself.

Calder races towards her.

CALDER
Elsbeth!   It's good to see you again.

ELSBETH
Thank you, Doctor Calder.

Through the open door of the Dining Room and beyond the windows, Calder
is distracted by Johnny and Edie playing in the garden. He nods towards
them...

CALDER
Are they-
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ELSBETH
No doctor, they are not.

CALDER
It's still James.

ELSBETH
Doctor will suffice.

CALDER
As you wish, Elsb-

ELSBETH
Miss Marlow.

CALDER
Oh come now, I remember when-.

ELSBETH
I see you came out of the War unscathed.
Doctor.

CALDER
Nobody did.

ELSBETH
Still, better than my brother. You promised
you'd get him home.

Calder stands in shamed silence.

CALDER
I think we both kno-

Elsbeth stares.

...Sorry to have troubled you, Miss Marlow.
If you need me...

Exit Calder.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE WESTERN FRONT. NO MAN'S LAND (1917). NIGHT.

The Naked German walks towards Marlow. Marlow fires his revolver.

MARLOW
Get back, you bastard.

The Naked German keeps on walking. Marlow shoots again.
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The Naked German gives out a loud shriek, just like the one heard in
the smoke. He keeps approaching.

Marlow fires again, and again. Shooting out the Naked German's legs.
The Naked German, now only a few yards away, finally collapses into the
mud.

Marlow catches his breath and scrambles off towards the British line.

The Naked German moves, he seems bigger, his skin darker, courser -
with a violent spasm he transforms into a Gargoyle, standing on both
legs, wings contracted, clearly wounded. The monster towers over
Marlow.

The Gargoyle shrieks down at Marlow who fumbles for a grenade from his
bag. He pulls the pin and throws it at the Gargoyle. Marlow buries his
head in the mud...

MARLOW
...six...seven...eig-

Kaboom!  Mud blasts into the air.

Slowly the debris clears.

The Gargoyle, wounded, blood pouring from its chest, pounces onto
Marlow pinning him to the ground with its huge talons.

The Gargoyle roars and its face begins to melt into a ribbon of fiery
energy. The energy ribbon connects to Marlow's face and energy begins
to pulse from the Gargoyle to Marlow.

The ribbon stops and with a final almighty spasm, the Gargoyle is
thrust away from Marlow. It hits the mud as the corpse of the Naked
German.

Marlow is unconscious in the mud. In the distance the voices of RED
CROSS WORKERS can be heard...

RED CROSS #1 (OOV)
Over hear, I've got a live one.

RED CROSS #2 (OOV)
Get a stretcher.

RED CROSS #1 (OOV)
Give me a lift.

RED CROSS #2 (OOV)
Hurry up, man.



CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAY.

Edie and Johnny, the children watched earlier by Elsbeth, have squeezed
under the locked stable door.

JOHNNY
I don't want to do this.

EDIE
They're only horses.

They make their way along the dark, wet stable. Edie dragging Johnny by
his arm.

JOHNNY
It pongs.

EDIE
Shush... Give it here.

From his coat pocket Johnny hands her a carrot. She feeds it to one of
the shire horses. Suddenly the horse jolts knocking Edie over. As she
hits the ground the floor gives way under her and she drops through it.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAY.

Edie lies on the stone floor, above her hangs the open trapdoor through
which Johnny is shouting down...

JOHNNY
Edie!   Are you hurt?

Edie groans.

Johnny runs off for help.

Across the cellar, in the cage something stirs in the shadows.

CUT TO:

EXT. GARDEN (1924). DAY

Smith is sweeping blossom from the footpath. Johnny runs towards him
screaming.



JOHNNY
Mr Smith!   Edie has fallen through the
stables.

Smith grabs Johnny.

SMITH
What have I told you?

JOHNNY
She wanted to see-

SMITH
Come on!

They run towards the stables.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAY.

Edie is standing, dusting herself down. She hears movement from the
cage.

EDIE
Hello?

VOICE FROM CAGE
Elsbeth.

EDIE
No, it's Edie.

Edie walks slowly towards the cage. Suddenly a naked man with only one
leg stumbles against the bars of the cage. It is Marlow - clearly in
pain, fighting an urge.

MARLOW
Robert.

EDIE
Why are you down-

Suddenly Robert grabs Edie's and pulls her to against the cage. He
pulls her arm through the bars and bites into it. Edie screams.

Smith armed with a pitchfork drops through the trapdoor and immediately
stabs at Marlow, who in pain releases Edie.



EDIE
Dad!

SMITH
Come on, sweetheart!

Licking Edie's blood from his lips - empowered by it - Marlow spasms
into the Gargoyle, he immediately attacks the locked door of the cage.

Smith pulls Edie away from Marlow. Johnny is watching through the
trapdoor.

SMITH
Pull up the trap. Do it!

Johnny grabs the rope attached to the trapdoor.

Across the cellar, the door of the cage buckles under the Gargoyle's
sustained attack. He lunges from the cage, Edie's blood still dripping
from his mouth.

The heavy cellar door leading to the Hallway swings open, revealing
Elsbeth.

ELSBETH
Quickly!

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAY.

Johnny is pulling the rope to close the door, but it is too heavy for
him. He looks around for something to help him.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAY.

Smith and Edie race up the steps towards Elsbeth.

SMITH
Close that hatch!

JOHNNY (OOV)
It's too heavy.

The Gargoyle lunges at Smith who dives, Edie in arms, through the
cellar door into the hallway.



On the top step is the galvanised bucket. Elsbeth kicks it over - the
liquid contained hits the floor and evaporates into a mist.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. HALLWAY (1924). DAY.

Smith and Edie are on the floor. Elsbeth slams the cellar door shut and
locks it just as it shudders with the impact of Marlow on the other
side. A few moments later all is calm.

Smith, breathless, climbs to his feet.

SMITH
Got... to get to the stables...

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAY.

Johnny looks down through the trapdoor. The mist is wafting around the
cellar, clearly drugging the Gargoyle. It appears beneath and leaps up,
its talon grabs the frame of the trap. Johnny gives the claw a good
kick sending the Gargoyle crashing back down into the cellar.

The enraged Gargoyle looks up, ready to really leap. Johnny jumps to
his feet and takes a running kick at the backside of a shire horse. In
shock the horse shuffles forward, with the rope of the hatch tied to
it.

The Gargoyle leaps at the trapdoor as it pulls firmly shut.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. DINING ROOM (1924). DAY.

The Dining Room consists of a long table capable of hosting ten people
but, like much of the house, unkept. Heavy, dusty drape curtains flank
filthy windows.

Edie is laid on the table, screaming. Calder is treating her wounded
arm. Smith is watching with concern, holding his daughter's other hand.
Elsbeth stands further away, aloof to the situation.

CALDER
She'll have to go to the surgery.



SMITH
I'll get the carriage.

ELSBETH
She'll be treated here, Mr Smith.

CALDER
She'll be treated where I say. She's got a
damaged artery.

SMITH
Please, ma'am.

ELSBETH
No. What happens in this house stays in this
house, that was explained to you. You'll be
well cared for Mr Smith.

CALDER
So help me God, Elsbeth Marlow, I'll tear
this house to pieces until I find that
monster you're hiding.

ELSBETH
You will treat the girl and leave my house,
Doctor.

Elsbeth turns.

If Mr Smith wishes to take his daughter to
your surgery I will not stop him.

Elsbeth pauses then exits.

CUT TO:

INT. THE WESTERN FRONT. FIELD HOSPITAL (1917). NIGHT.

The hospital is a damp converted barn. Flickering oil lamps hang from
the ceiling. A FIELD NURSE mops the stone floor but the ward is
hopelessly dirty. The wounded, some groaning with pain, are in
makeshift camp beds.

Doctor Calder (early twenties, with an easier manner than his future
self) is on his rounds. He walks from be to bed, checking charts,
taking pulses.

From outside there are raised voices:



RED CROSS #1 (OOV)
Another batch!

RED CROSS #2 (OOV)
Coming through...

Calder sighs then pulls himself together.

The door swings open and the Red Cross Workers carry in the wounded.
Immediately Calder spots Marlow...

CALDER
Marlow, good God. Marlow?

There is no response.

CALDER
Get him over there. Nurse get me some light.

Calder and the Field Nurse begin to strip the muddy, wet clothes off
Marlow.

FIELD NURSE
His face... It's not mud, it's burns.

CALDER
Marlow, what's happened?

No response. The Field Nurse cuts off Marlow's pants, his leg is ripped
to shreds, blood and flesh everywhere.

CALDER
God, no. Nurse, three fluid ounces of
Morphine.

FIELD NURSE
The other patients-

CALDER
This man matters now, Kenyon and the others
can deal with the rest. I promised to get
this man home. Help me?

FIELD NURSE
I'll get the equipment case.

CALDER
Thank you.

CUT TO:



INT. THE WESTERN FRONT. FIELD HOSPITAL. OPERATING THEATRE (1917).
NIGHT.

The theatre is as makeshift as the rest of the hospital, although it is
good deal cleaner.

The Red Cross Workers roll Marlow off a stretcher onto the stone
operating table and then leave. Immediately the Field Nurse injects him
with Morphine and applies a tourniquet to the thigh of the wounded leg.

From the wooden equipment case Calder, now dressed in a surgeon's
apron, takes out a long razor-like knife.

CALDER
How the hell did we end up like this, Robert?

He puts his tooled hand under Marlow's leg and performs a swift slicing
action pulling his arm back under the leg cutting through to the bone.
Marlow, even subdued becomes agitated. Blood oozes everywhere.

CALDER
More Morphine, nurse.

Calder drops the knife into an enameled dish and picks a small saw from
the case. He saws through the bone and the leg falls away from Marlow's
body.

The Field Nurse moves to administer the Morphine, suddenly Marlow's
hand grabs her wrist.

FIELD NURSE
Doctor!

CALDER
Marlow, let go, it's for your own good.

Marlow's body begins to shake. Calder prises the Field Nurse's wrist
free as Marlow's body spasms and he becomes the Gargoyle, towering
above Calder, barely able to stand in the cramped theatre. The
tourniquet rips off the enlarged leg, blood begins to gush out of the
arteries.

CALDER
Jesus fucking Christ!   Nurse, get out!



They run for the door, Calder makes it through. the Gargoyle tries to
stand but immediately falls due to its missing leg. From the floor it
lunges at the Field Nurse and grabs her leg.

CUT TO:

INT. THE WESTERN FRONT. FIELD HOSPITAL (1917). NIGHT

Calder frantically searches through wooden crates, while shouting the
alarm.

CALDER
Get everybody out!   Now!

General panic and confusion ensues.

Calder opens a crate, it is packed with straw and hand grenades. He
takes a grenade, then the crate.

CUT TO:

INT. THE WESTERN FRONT. FIELD HOSPITAL. OPERATING THEATRE (1917).
NIGHT.

The Gargoyle dangles the Field Nurse by her leg like a doll. Then bites
her head off. At the door, Calder reappears, carrying the crate.

CALDER
Dear God!

He pulls the pin from a grenade and drops it in the crate with the
others. Quickly he rams the crate towards the Gargoyle, then turns and
runs. He slips on the blood, but scrambles to his feet just in time to
get blown through the doorway as the theatre explodes in a volley of
grenades.

FADE TO WHITE.

INT. DOCTOR'S SURGERY. LIVING QUARTERS (1924). MORNING.

Calder is asleep in bed. From the square outside comes the noise of
people shouting over horses and carts.

Calder is woken by this noise. He crosses the room to the window and
pulls back the curtain. Outside he sees...

CUT TO:



EXT. WOVEFIRTH VILLAGE SQUARE (1924). MORNING.

A dozen empty carts are being pulled by shire horses through the
square. Each is lead by a mill worker.

Calder, still dressing, rushes from the surgery.

CALDER
What's going on, man?

MILL WORKER
Got told to bring all the mill carts to the
manor.

CALDER
Who told you?

MILL WORKER
Miss Marlow herself, sir.

CUT TO:

INT. DOCTOR'S SURGERY. RECUPERATION ROOM (1924). MORNING.

Edie is awake and sitting up in bed. Her arm bandaged. Calder takes the
thermometer from her mouth.

CALDER
Still a bit high.

EDIE
When's my dad coming?

CALDER
I'm sure he'll be here in a while, it's still
early. We'll get you home as soon as we can.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. MAIN GATE (1924). DAY.

We get our first good clear look at Marlow Manor. It is a grand house
in decay. It consists of a central three-storey block flanked on either
side by two-storey wings.

The horse and carts are slowly streaming in to the courtyard. Further
ahead the first carts are being loaded with furniture and trunks.

Calder arrives at the gates. Smith blocks his entrance.



SMITH
I can't let you pass, doctor.

CALDER
Your daughter's wondering where you are?

SMITH
I'll come get her when I'm done here.

CALDER
Interesting priorities you have. So where's
Miss Marlow moving to?

SMITH
I can't say.

CALDER
For God's sake, it's me.

SMITH
And I thank you for saving Edie's arm but-

CALDER
But it's a secret?

Smith looks back towards the house. Elsbeth stands in the main entrance
supervising the workers.

Smith shakes his head.

CALDER
You know what, I'll wait.

Calder sits down on the grass verge.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. MAIN GATE (1924). NIGHT.

Calder is laid out on the verge, using his rolled up jacket as a
pillow. The last laden cart leaves the manor. Smith locks the gates
behind it.

SMITH
Goodnight, doctor.
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CALDER
Goodnight, Mr Smith. I'll be redressing
Edie's arm tomorrow morning, then she can go
home...

Smith nods then walks off, back to the manor.

Calder stays a while, staring at the stars. He senses a presence...

CALDER
I taught you all their names once.

He sits up to look at Elsbeth standing in the shadows behind the locked
gates.

ELSBETH
Leave, doctor. You're not welcome.

CALDER
I'll find you wherever you go.

ELSBETH
I don't want to harm you, but I do have my
own agenda.

CALDER
We both know what Robert is. How do you think
he feels every time he becomes that thing.
That's not what we dreamed of as children.

ELSBETH
You're the ones who went to fight. You should
have stayed here.

CALDER
You know we couldn't.

ELSBETH
And I'm left to deal with the aftermath. It's
about not what Robert wants, it's about my
duty to him. Just leave, doctor.

After a moment Calder looks towards her, but she is gone.

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. MARLOW ESTATE. GARDEN (1924). NIGHT.

Calder, carrying a small satchel, climbs over the outer stone wall into
the gardens. He runs across the lawn towards the house.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). NIGHT.

A single oil lamp spreads a faint light around the cellar. From above
there is a scratching, a few splinters of wood fall to the floor and
then the trapdoor opens.

A rope drops down and Calder slides down it. He stands in silence for a
moment. There is a faint noise, somebody - something - breathing.

He walks closer, towards the cage its buckled door chained in place.
Inside is Marlow, asleep.

Calder reaches into his satchel and takes out a rusty grenade.

Slowly he pulls out the pin but keeps a grip on the lever.

He tries to throw it but he can't. What he is about to do is against
everything he stands for.

He tries again. And fails again.

Slowly he puts the pin back in the grenade and slumps to the floor.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. ELSBETH'S BEDROOM (1924). DAWN.

Elsbeth, dressed in her night gown, pulls open the curtains on a crisp
spring morning.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAWN.

The oil lamp has burnt out. Calder is sitting against the wall, toying
with the grenade.

MARLOW
Calder?

Marlow is drowsy, slurring his words. Calder looks up.
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CALDER
Look at you.

Calder gets to his feet.

MARLOW
Look at you. You've done well.

CALDER
I'm so sorry.

Marlow laughs.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LANDING (1924). DAWN.

Elsbeth, now dressed, walks along the landing past various pieces of
furniture (chest of drawers, tables, etc) and finally a stack of
tea-chests full of ornaments.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAWN.

As before...

CALDER
Is it really you that's home?   Is this home?

MARLOW
Elsbeth been expecting you, she said one day
you'd turn up to kill me.

CALDER
I remember what you did to that nurse. How
many more?   Do you really want to live out
your life like this?

MARLOW
For a few hours - on a good day - I'm awake.
It's like old times, chatting to Elsbeth,
sometimes playing games. Then... I don't
know...   You're a doctor, cure me.

Calder holds up the grenade.
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CALDER
This is the only cure I know.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. HALLWAY (1924). DAWN.

Smith stands holding a silver tray containing two breakfasts. Elsbeth
takes it from him and heads to the cellar door.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAWN.

Calder fingers tightens on the grenade...

He can't do it. He drops the grenade back into the satchel.

CALDER
I wish they'd never found you.

MARLOW
Not me - I came back.

Calder begins to climb the rope hanging from the trapdoor.

Marlow looks up at the dawn-light coming through the open trapdoor.

MARLOW
Not seen that in a while.

Always knew you were a coward. Should have
been on the front line like the rest of us!

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAWN.

Calder quickly jams the trapdoor shut.

He looks up at the dawn light shining through the roof light, and then
back at the trapdoor.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. CELLAR (1924). DAWN.

Elsbeth enters the cellar carrying the breakfast tray. For once she is
smiling...
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ELSBETH
Good morning, Robert.

CUT TO:

INT. DOCTOR'S SURGERY (1924). DAY.

Calder is applying a fresh bandage to Edie's arm, Smith comforts his
daughter. Calder looks tired, unshaven, his thoughts elsewhere.

CALDER
You are a very lucky young la-

The door bursts open. Mary is trying to control the kerfuffle. Elsbeth
pushes past her followed by TWO POLICE CONSTABLES.

ELSBETH
That's him!   I want him arrested for
trespass!

MARY
I couldn't stop them, doctor.

CALDER
What's the meaning of this?   I am with a
patient.

ELSBETH
I'm surprised you've got the energy to be
awake, after being up all night.

CALDER
What?

POLICE CONSTABLE #1
We'll take it from here, ma'am.

ELSBETH
I warned you, doctor. Leave us.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. STABLES (1924). DAY.

Smith is pouring liquid over a dead sheep. Elsbeth enters and paces
over to him.
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ELSBETH
Extra dose, Mr Smith. We're moving him
tonight.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION (1924). DAY.

Police Constable #2 unlocks the cell door. Inside is Calder, he is
frustrated, enraged, not as we know him.

POLICE CONSTABLE #2
You're free to go, doctor. Miss Marlow will
not be pressing charges.

But stay away from the Marlow house.

CUT TO:

INT. DOCTOR'S SURGERY (1924). DUSK.

Calder rummages in the bottom of his suitcase where he digs out three
grenades and his revolver.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

A large horse drawn covered carriage is waiting. The main house doors
open and Elsbeth walks out followed by Smith pushing Marlow, sedated
and wrapped in a blanket, in a wheelchair.

The COACHMAN comes to help Smith carry the wheelchair down the entrance
steps.

As they lift the chair the blanket falls aside to reveal that Marlow is
bound in heavy chains.

ELSBETH
Careful with him.

Smith pulls the blanket back.

A gunshot rings out, then another, and another!

Marlow, suddenly revived, screams in pain, blood seeping through the
blanket.
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ELSBETH
Get him inside. Quickly!

Smith pulls the wheelchair back into the house, but not before another
three shots smash into Marlow.

ELSBETH
Stop!

Calder, throwing his empty revolver aside, dashes from the darkness
towards the house.

Elsbeth steps in his path but he brushes her aside, his focus is on
Marlow.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. HALLWAY (1924). NIGHT.

The house is now empty. Just a few bits of furniture remain.

Calder runs up to Marlow and Smith, he pulls out a grenade and jams it
down the side of the wheelchair.

CALDER
Run!

Calder runs back outside. Marlow shrieks in pain, the same shriek heard
in No Man's Land.

Suddenly the grenade rolls out of the wheelchair and onto the floor.
Smith panics and kicks it away into dining room just as -

Kaboom!

Marlow begins spasms but the chains are strong and too tight, digging
into his chest, suffocating him, blocking his transformation.

Elsbeth rushes in.

ELSBETH
Robert!

She rushes over and begins to unlock the the chains.

CALDER
Elsbeth - no.

Marlow spasms into the Gargoyle, the chains falling to the floor.



Across the hallway flames bellow out from the Dining Room, running up
the drapes.

The Gargoyle pushes Elsbeth aside and lunges at Calder, who slips out
of its way.

SMITH
You need to leave, ma'am.

ELSBETH
I'm not leaving him.

SMITH
It's not safe.

Smith grabs her by the arm. Gargoyle - in pain and enraged - sees this
and grabs Smith.

ELSBETH
Robert, put him down.

The Gargoyle looks at her, then at Smith. It bites off Smith's head.

ELSBETH
See what you've done?

CALDER
You should never have brought him home.

ELSBETH
He's my brother.

The Gargoyle devours Smith's headless corpse.

CALDER
No. No, it's not.

Gargoyle throws Smith's skinned corpse aside, and turns its attention
to Calder.

Calder grabs a grenade from his satchel.

CALDER
Come on then...

Calder runs upstairs, Gargoyle spreads its wings and, making use of the
vast hallway,  flies after him.

ELSBETH
Stop it!   Both of you!



She runs over to the Dining Room to close the door, but the heat and
smoke forces her back.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LANDING (1924). NIGHT.

Calder is pulling out the remaining furniture as obstacles to Gargoyle.
Hampered by this and the low ceiling the Gargoyle stumbles after Calder
knocking the furniture aside.

Calder pulls out a second grenade and lobs it towards the Gargoyle.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

Coachman is steadying the excited horses. Elsbeth rushes from the main
door way.

ELSBETH
Get help - there's a fire!   Hurry!

Kaboom!   The upstairs windows are blown to smithereens by the grenade.

Elsbeth runs back into the house.

COACHMAN
No, ma'am!

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LANDING (1924). NIGHT.

Debris everywhere. Smoke rising up from the downstairs blaze and a new
fire from the second grenade. Suddenly it is all thrown aside as the
Gargoyle rises to its feet, we can see it has been wounded by the
blast. Now it's mad - the last drop of Marlow's humanity overcome by
the rush from Smith's blood.

Calder scrambles to his feet as the Gargoyle - now stronger than ever
before - blasts a jet of flames from its mouth towards him.

CALDER
Jesus!



Calder dives out of the way, the furniture that was behind him gets the
full blast and is charred and blistered then combusts.

Elsbeth appears at the top of the staircase, behind the Gargoyle.

ELSBETH
Robert, stop it!

CLADER
He's gone.

ELSBETH
Robert, look at me. Look. At. Me.

The Gargoyle turns to her. For a moment they are all children again:
Young Marlow, Young Elsbeth, Young Calder. Through the smoke and
destruction they look at each other. Ashamed. Each wondering How did we
get here?

Then we are back to reality - The Gargoyle lunges towards Calder.

Calder darts into the guest bedroom and slams the door behind him.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. GUEST BEDROOM (1924). NIGHT.

Calder drags a chest of drawers behind the door, but already the door
is smoking and blistering, flames are creeping under it.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LANDING (1924). NIGHT.

The blaze has spread to the staircase causing the lower section to
collapse.

The Gargoyle blasts fire at the door of the guest bedroom.

ELSBETH
Stop!

The Gargoyle knocks Elsbeth aside, then turns and charges at the
bedroom door. It easily splinters open.

CUT TO:



INT. MARLOW MANOR. GUEST BEDROOM (1924). NIGHT.

The Gargoyle bursts through the doorway.

The room is empty.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

Fire is bellowing through the front door and several windows. Dense
black smoke fills the night sky.

Locals are beginning to arrive. Armed with buckets. Amongst them is
Edie, searching for her father.

COACHMAN
Form a chain!

VILLAGER
Look!

The crowd looks up to see a figure - Calder - on the second floor
ledge. He is edging along from open window towards another, closed,
one.

Suddenly the frame of the open window shatters and the Gargoyle flies
out of it.

The villagers panic.

The Gargoyle circles then flies off into the dense black smoke.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LEDGE (1924). NIGHT.

Calder, his back pressed against the wall, shuffles along the narrow
ledge. Inch by inch.

Inside the closed window, flames shoot up the curtains. The glass
blackens with smoke. He is trapped.

CUT TO:

INT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LANDING (1924). NIGHT.

Flames and smoke fill the air. Elsbeth runs from room to room trying to
find a way out. As she opens each door the room inside is ablaze.



28.

She rushes along the landing as the remainder of burning staircase
collapses, taking part of the landing with it. Elsbeth is thrown over
the edge of the missing staircase. She just manages to hold on,
dangling over a huge drop with an inferno below.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

With a loud shriek the Gargoyle swoops from the column of smoke,
circles and then targets Calder.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. SECOND FLOOR LEDGE (1924). NIGHT.

The Gargoyle flies directly towards Calder.

Calder looks down. It's too far to jump.

There is a faint scream from inside the house...

ELSBETH (OOV)
Robert!

The Gargoyle is closer, faster, flames billowing from its mouth.

There are a few muffled gunshots from below, some of the villagers have
found rifles. But to to avail.

Calder fumbles in his satchel for the last grenade -

Too late!   The Gargoyle is upon him!   Then suddenly it veers off
smashing through the closed window.

Calder looks at the drop below, then looks up. He has no choice but go
upward. He shuffles around to face the wall and begins to climb.

The Gargoyle bursts back out of the window - carrying Elsbeth.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

The Gargoyle lands near the villagers and lowers Elsbeth to the ground.
the villagers stand in shock.

The Gargoyle and Elsbeth stare at each other, behind them their burning
home.



29.

ELSBETH
How did we get here, Robert?

The Gargoyle is placid. Elsbeth holds her hand to its bleeding chest.
Shocked reaction from the villagers.

ELSBETH
It's all so unfair.

Another window shatters in the house. Looking up, Elsbeth can see
Calder's silhouette against the smoky roof-line. Flames racing up
towards him. The villagers resume daisy-chaining the buckets.

COACHMAN
Come on you lot, don't stop there's still a
man up there!

Edie is still frantically searching amongst the chaos, tears streaming
down her face. Elsbeth notices her and stares...

ELSBETH
...Save him.

The Gargoyle strokes her face, she turns to face it - her brother.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. MAIN ROOF (1924). NIGHT.

Smoke bellows up from everywhere. Calder staggers along the flat
rooftop.

Above him, in the smoke, is a shriek. Calder quickens his pace.

He stops. In front of him is the Gargoyle. Calder turns and runs back
from where he came. The Gargoyle glides after him.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR. EAST ROOF (1924). NIGHT.

Calder jumps the gap between the main roof and the smaller, lower roof
of the east wing. His leg goes knee deep through the roof as he lands
and flames from the room below take hold. Calder pulls his leg free and
pads out the flames on his trousers.



30.

Across the east roof more flames rip through from the floor below.

Above him, on the edge of the main roof towers the Gargoyle.

In Calder's hand is the last grenade. He eases the pin out with his
thumb. And waits.

Gargoyle spreads its wings and glides towards Calder. Arms outstretched
ready to grab him.

Gargoyle grabs Calder and for a moment they stare at each other, before
Calder rams his hand with the grenade deep into Gargoyle's mouth.

The blast blows away half of the Gargoyle's head, killing it, and
ripping off Calder's arm. The shock of the blast causes the entire roof
to collapse plunging Calder and the Gargoyle's corpse down into the
inferno below.

CUT TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1924). NIGHT.

The Villagers continue to dowse the fire but it is a lost cause. The
entire manor is ablaze.

Elsbeth stands in silence watching it burn, the glow of  the flames
dancing across her face. She is dignified and strong, silently watching
the house burn.

Something startles her, she look down to see Edie hugging her leg for
comfort.

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MARLOW MANOR (1944). DAY.

Twenty years later...

Marlow Manor is a burnt out shell. The stone structure remains -
skeleton like. Nature has reclaimed the estate, vines and creepers grow
up the walls and through the gaps that were once windows. The garden is
overgrown and autumn leaves rustle along the driveway.

A one-armed man in a tweed suit stands at the gate posts (the gates
long since gone). It is Calder, now 50, hair greying, a little portly
about the waist. The sleeve of his missing arm is neatly pinned up,
healed burn marks run along his neck and collar.
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BOBBY
You lived here, dad?

BOBBY (10) looks up at his father. Calder crouches down.

CALDER
Some friends did.

BOBBY
Where are they now?

CALDER
Well, Bobby, one died. The other... I hope
she's happy.

NANCY CALDER (mid-40s) steps up behind her husband, placing her hand on
his shoulder. They smile. He kisses her hand.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. WOVEFIRTH VILLAGE SQUARE (1944). DAY.

Calder scans the square. It has changed a little from how her remembers
it...

...the windows in all the houses are taped up with masking tape X's
(war never far away)

...The sign on the doctor's surgery now reads:

   Dr Franklyn Smith GP

...and in the middle of the square is a simple stone war memorial...

CUT TO:

EXT. WOVEFIRTH VILLAGE SQUARE. WAR MEMORIAL (1944). DAY

Calder runs his finger down the short list of the fallen. He stops on
Captain Robert Marlow.

He pauses a moment. Numb.

In his own time he kneels and places something at the foot of the
memorial.

Calder turns and walks over to Nancy and Bobby...

CUT TO:



32.

EXT. WOVEFIRTH VILLAGE SQUARE (1944). DAY.

They hug him. Calder is again a happy man - a contented man.

BOBBY
Can we play now?

CALDER
Come on then!   Time to play...

They walk off, Bobby runs ahead laughing as ten-year olds should.

CUT TO:

EXT. WOVEFIRTH VILLAGE SQUARE. WAR MEMORIAL (1944). DAY

At the foot of the memorial is Young Calder's battered and torn box
kite. After a short while, Bobby's laughing fades into the distance.

FADE TO BLACK.

THE END

[PERFORMANCE TIME: 31 MINS]


